A Responsible Marketing
halloween haunting
Happy Halloween Responsible Marketer,
This is the most gruesome, lurid, and valuable Copy Koan the Headless
Horseman’s ever laid his fiery eyes on.
The monsters in the following pages are some of the most effective and
profitable marketing, business, and communication techniques I’ve learned,
used, and continue to experiment with.
Use this knowledge for good or the Headless Horseman will come for
you next…

The Jack o’lantern
podcast pitch
First up in the rogues gallery of monsters is the Jack O’Lantern
Podcast Pitch.
Here it is summed up:
Hey _____,
I’m a _____ that helps _____ do _____. I wanted to see if you’d be
interested in having me on your show.
We can discuss [unique topic #1], and [unique topic #2]. I can
share my [unique process / framework] and why it’s important to
[tangible benefit you provide].
Here are a few more things we can discuss:
[Your unique definition of a common industry term]
[Why you did thing that challenges industry norms]
[Unique story of how you became your profession]
[Information you can share on the podcast that will directly
help the listeners #1]
● [Bit of backstory that’s interesting but unrelated to your job]
● [Information you can share on the podcast that will directly
benefit the listeners #2]
●
●
●
●

If this sounds interesting, please respond back and let me know.
Thanks,
[Your name]
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I used this formula to get on the very first podcast I ever pitched. If
you do the work of filling this template in, you can land yourself on
almost any podcast of your choosing.

The Ghastly frankenstein
messaging advice
Unlike our friendly Jack O’Lantern, this one’s a true monstrosity.
Run away from this advice (commonly given to small business owners),
or your audience will be up in torches banging on your castle door.
The monstrous advice?
Telling people to ‘Frankenstein’ their brand. In other words,
copying their favorite parts of other successful brands into some
unwieldy creature.
Let me shine a torch on this monster’s gruesome face. When you
copy other people you sound like other people.
And:
Would you rather have a costume like everyone else? Or do you
want to stick out like a superhero at a party of goblins and ghouls?

Count dracula &
other time vampires
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Even the most productive entrepreneurs fall victim to Count
Dracula and his evil horde of time-sucking vampires. You can read more
about Time Vampires in Dan Kennedy’s book on time management.
But the Headless Horseman of Responsible Marketing has also
learned a thing or two about these beasts.
● Count Dracula - This is the person always saying ‘Wow it’s
4pm already.’ Why are they surprised? Because they don’t
count the passing minutes. They don’t pay attention
because they’re locked in their underground coffin. Avoid
Count Dracula’s by adorning the walls with clocks and
cloves of garlic everywhere.
● The ‘No-Can-Do Nosferatu’ - More than just biting your
neck and sucking out time, this monster likes to suck your
willpower and confidence too. This is the monster that’s
always saying no. Always finding a reason you can’t succeed.
Be sure to bring a silver cross and plenty of garlic bread
when you encounter this beast.
● Vlad the Debator - Almost worse than the historical
vampire Vlad the Impaler is the all too common Vlad the
Debator. This monstrous creature will suck up your time on
social media, via text, and even face to face. Don’t give any
power or thought to this demonstrably evil creature. The
more you argue... the more their powers grow.

The ‘sneaky stranger
things secret’
This comes courtesy of the late, great Eugene Schwartz. Schwartz
was never able to watch Stranger Things. But his wisdom shines a light
on one of the series’ most terrifying aspects.
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Here’s a quote:
“Copy cannot create desire for a product. It can only take the
hopes, dreams, fears and desires that already exist in the hearts of
millions of people, and focus those already-existing desires onto a
particular product. This is the copy writer’s task: not to create this mass
desire—but to channel and direct it.”
More:
“We can define this Mass Desire quite simply. It is the public
spread of a private want.”
The best way to know Mass Desire and thus channel it effectively?
Spend some time in the upside down. The subculture and
subconscious of society. Understand what’s going on just under the
surface… and channel that desire for good.

The Who-What-when-why-&wherewolf
This is ‘common sense’ advice. But it’s so common sense, most
people aren’t doing it. Simply put, add a who, what, when, why and
where to your content. It can be posts, blogs, emails, you name it.
When you do, you bond with your audience and tickle their
imagination. Boring tip I know. I said it was common sense. But are you
actually doing it?
No? Then next time you create content, inject at least a few parts
of the Who-What-Why-When-&-Wherewolf, and watch your content
rise from the grave.
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The Skeleton Sales Funnel
This is the most ‘bare-bones’, stripped down sales funnel you ever
did lay your peepers on. It’s perfect for the overwhelmed witch or wizard
or a spellbound entrepreneur fresh from the crypt.
1. Create a simple landing page describing: the problem you solve,
who you solve it for, how you solve it, and why you’re uniquely
suited to do so
2. On your landing page, trade something valuable for their email
address
3. Email your newly blossoming list with regular tips about the
service or product you sell
4. In those emails, link to whatever you’re selling
So simple a skeleton with no brain could do it

Why Caramel Coated
Content may be giving your
business cavities
Caramel-coated content. The kind you see (especially in the
meditation niche), that’s all syrupy-sweet and sure to give you a root
canal. This monster seems soft and cuddly, but it’s a Gremlin of a beast.
Don’t fear. The Headless Horseman of Responsible Marketing is
here to tell you…
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You can be flawed. You can be crotchety. You can be
controversial. As long as you’re fully YOU.
Yes, don’t fear my apple-bobbing friend, even meditation teachers
can be controversial and flawed in their marketing. In fact, there’s one
very famous meditation teacher that was extremely controversial during
his time. I think his name was Siddartha.

The three most diabolically
enjoyable halloween flicks
This will not help you in your business. But I must do as the
Headless Horseman commands. Here they are:
1. Hocus Pocus - the 90’s clasic where you can see Bette Midler
singing ‘I Put a Spell on You’
2. Halloweentown - another Disney film with witches, warlocks, and
fun. This is a great one for the kids
3. Casper the Friendly Ghost - to round out my not-gruesome
Halloween favorites, check this out to see a rare cameo from
Monty Python wiz, Eric Idle

The MOnster Mash
Positioning secret
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This is one of my favorite tricky treats, which is why I saved it for
last. Use this when you want prospects practically gnawing at your
brand.
Listen closely to the words of Bobby Pickett & The Crypt Kickers:
I was working in the lab late one night,
When my eyes beheld an eerie sight.
For my monster from his slab began to rise,
And suddenly to my surprise,
He did the Monster Mash.
(The Monster Mash, )
It was a graveyard smash.
(He did the Mash, )
It caught on in a flash.
(He did the Mash, )
He did the Monster Mash.
That’s right! The Monster Mash isn’t the song and it’s not the
dance you’re doing right now in your office chair. It’s a dance that legit
monsters were doing. It was a story.
How can you use this in your biz? Simple.
Tell stories and have others tell stories about you. Again, it may not
sound exciting, but it’s the fastest way to position yourself as a partner
on your audience’s team.

One last treat
I hope you enjoyed my experimental newsletter. If you have any
questions about anything covered in this diabolical pamphlet, you know
where to reach me. Happy Halloween!
Yours Ghouly,
Tyler McCune
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